Saturday 9 June 2018

12:04 All Night Programme
Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight (RNZ); 12:30 Laugh Track (RNZ); 1:15 From The World (BBC); 2:05 NZ Live (RNZ); 3:05 Warrior Queen by Barbara Else (5 of 15, RNZ); 3:30 The Week (RNZ); 4:30 In The Balance (BBC); 5:10 Witness (BBC); 5:45 Voices (RNZ)

6:08 Storytime
Rough on Rats, by David Somerset, told by Peter Vere-Jones; When Sam Was As Small As A Pin, by Jane Buxton, told by Jennifer Ludlam; It’s a Cow’s Life, by Iona McNaughton, told by Jane Waddell; Wiggler, written and told by Janice Taylor; The Bridge Builder, by Margaret Mahy, told by Paul McLaughlin (RNZ)

7:10 Country Life
Memorable scenes, people and places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

8:10 Saturday Morning with Apirana Taylor
Memorable scenes, people and places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

Memorable scenes, people and places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)

7:10 Sunday Morning with Wallace Chapman
A fresh attitude on current affairs, the news behind the news, in-depth documentaries, sport from the outfielid, politics from the insiders, plus Mediawatch, ‘The House’ and music

7:30 The House
Legislation, issues and insights from Parliament (RNZ)

8:10 Insight
An award-winning documentary programme providing comprehensive coverage of national and international current affairs (RNZ)

Saturday 10 June 2018

12:04 All Night Programme
12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30 My Brother’s War by David Hill told by Simon Leary & Andrew Patterson (10 of 10, RNZ); 1:05 Our Changing World (RNZ); 2:05 Heart and Soul (BBC); 2:35 Hymns on Sunday (RNZ); 3:05 Warrior Queen by Barbara Else (6 of 15, RNZ); 3:30 CrowdScience (BBC); 4:30 Te Waonui a Te Manu a Te Manu Korih (RNZ) Living with the Gods (BBC); 5:45 Historical Highlight (RNZ)

12:12 Standing Room Only
An award-winning documentary programme providing comprehensive coverage of national and international current affairs (RNZ)

9:06 Mediawatch
Critical examination and analysis of recent performance and trends in New Zealand’s news media (RNZ)

12:12 Standing Room Only with Lynn Freeman
It’s an ‘all access pass’ to what’s happening in the worlds of arts and entertainment

1:10 At the Movies
A weekly topical magazine programme about current film releases and film-related topics (RNZ)

2:05 The Laugh Track
3:04 The 3 O’Clock Drama
Dexter Guff is Smarter Than You (And You Can Be Too)

A satirical self-improvement guide - which provides a 10-stage course from a ‘thought leader’ at the top, and then the bottom, of his game. (Panoply)

Te Whero Whero
An Account of the Life of Potatau Te Whero Whero the First Maori King adapted from the 1959 book King Potatau by Pei Te Hurunui Jones (RNZ)

5:00 The World at Five
A roundup of today’s news and sport

5:10 Heart and Soul
Eritrea to Huddersfield

Pastor Daniel Habtey’s journey to becoming a church leader in the north of England has taken him through the toughest of tests. In 2002 he fled persecution and imprisonment in his native Eritrea because of his Christian faith, making the treacherous journey with his wife and baby child across the Mediterranean to Italy. Now, he leads English and Eritrean worship at his church and offers practical, spiritual and emotional support to the many asylum seekers and refugees who pass through this
5:40 Te Waonui a Te Manu Korih
A weekly roundup of news on Māori issues with our Te Manu Korihi team (RNZ)

6:05 Te Ahi Kaa
Exploring issues and events from a tangata whenua perspective (RNZ)

6:40 Voices
A weekly feature where the focus is ethnic communities (RNZ)

7:05 The TED Radio Hour
A crafted hour of ideas worth sharing presented by Guy Raz (NPR)

8:06 Sunday Night with Grant Walker
An evening of music and nostalgia (KPR)

10:00 The 10 O’Clock Report
A round-up of today’s news and sport

10:12 Mediawatch
Critical examination and analysis of recent performance and trends in New Zealand’s news media (RNZ)

10:45 The House
Legislation, issues and insights from Parliament (RNZ)

11:04 The Retro Cocktail Hour
An hour of music that’s “shaken, not stirred” every week from the Underground Martini Bunker at Kansas Public Radio (KPR)

Monday 11 June 2018

12:04 All Night Programme
Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30 Health Check (BBC); 1:05 Te Ahi Kaa (RNZ); 2:06 50 Things That Made the Modern Economy (BBC); 2:30 NZ Music Feature (RNZ); 3:05 Warrior Queen by Barbara Else (7 of 15, RNZ); 3:30 Science In Action BBC; 4:30 Our Treasures (RNZ); 4:40 Sailing Adventure (RNZ); 4:55 Book Review (RNZ); 5:10 Witness (BBC)

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ’s three-hour breakfast news show with news and interviews, bulletins on the hour and half-hour, including:
6:20 and 6:50 Business News
6:26 Rural News
6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers
9:06 Nine to Noon with Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of interest, including: 10:45 The Reading:Highlighting New Zealand writing and performance (RNZ)

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and reports until 1.00pm, including:
12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch
1:06 Jesse Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and the compelling, ranging from the stories of the day to the great questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Jim Mora
An hour of discussion featuring a range of panellists from right along the opinion spectrum (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint with John Campbell
RNZ’s weekday drive-time news and current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Highlighting the RNZ stories you’re sharing on-line
7:06 Nights with Bryan Crump
RNZ’s weeknight programme of entertainment and information

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A weekday current affairs programme covering the major Pacific stories of the week, with background and reaction from the people making the news (RNZ)

8:30 Windows on the World
International public radio features and documentaries

9:30 Insight
An award-winning documentary programme providing comprehensive coverage of national and international current affairs (RNZ)

9:45 NZ Music Feature
That made the Modern Economy (BBC); 2:30 NZ Music Feature (RNZ); 3:05 Warrior Queen by Barbara Else (7 of 15, RNZ); 3:30 Science In Action BBC; 4:30 Our Treasures (RNZ); 4:40 Sailing Adventure (RNZ); 4:55 Book Review (RNZ); 5:10 Witness (BBC)

10:00 News at Ten
RNZ news, followed by updates and reports until 1.00pm, including:
12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch

1:06 Jesse Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and the compelling, ranging from the stories of the day to the great questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Jim Mora
An hour of discussion featuring a range of panellists from right along the opinion spectrum (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint with John Campbell
RNZ’s weekday drive-time news and current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Dr Michael Mosely on gut health
A late night radio show with an eye on live events, an ear for music, a great sense of humour and a genuine interest in people and their stories (RNZ)

11:06 Worlds of Music
Trevor Reekie hosts a weekly music programme celebrating an eclectic mix of 'world' music, fusion and folk roots (RNZ)

**Wednesday 13 June 2018**

12:04 All Night Programme
Including: 12:06 Music after Midnight; 12:30 Insight (RNZ); 1:15 Country Life Story (RNZ); 2:05 The Forum (BBC); 3:05 Warrior Queen by Barbara Else (9 of 15, RNZ); 3:30 Diversions (RNZ); 5:10 Witness (BBC); 5:40 The House (RNZ)

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ's three-hour breakfast news show with news and interviews, bulletins on the hour and half-hour, including:
- 6:20 and 6:50 Business News
- 6:26 Rural News
- 6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers

9:06 Nine to Noon with Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of interest, including: 10:45 The Reading: Highlighting New Zealand writing and performance (RNZ)

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and reports until 1.00pm, including:
- 12:16 Business News
- 12:26 Sport
- 12:34 Rural News
- 12:43 Worldwatch

1:06 Jesse Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and the compelling, ranging from the stories of the day to the great questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Jim Mora
An hour of discussion featuring a range of panellists from right along the opinion spectrum (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint with John Campbell
RNZ's drive-time news and current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Mark Lynas: how we got it wrong on GMO's

6:55 The House
Legislation, issues and insights from Parliament (RNZ)

7:06 Nights with Bryan Crump
A late night radio show with an eye on live events, an ear for music, a great sense of humour and a genuine interest in people and their stories (RNZ)

10:15 Lately with Karyn Hay
A late night radio show with an eye on live events, an ear for music, a great sense of humour and a genuine interest in people and their stories (RNZ)

11:06 Inside Out with Nick Tipping
Nick Tipping brings you classic recordings and modern masterpieces from the world of jazz (RNZ)

**Thursday 14 June 2018**

12:04 All Night Programme
Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30 Discovery (BBC); 1:05 The Thursday Feature (RNZ); 2:05 The Cultural Frontline (BBC); 3:05 Warrior Queen by Barbara Else (10 of 15, RNZ); 3:30 NZ Books; 5:10 Witness (BBC); 5:40 The House (RNZ)

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ's three-hour breakfast news show with news and interviews, bulletins on the hour and half-hour, including:
- 6:20 and 6:50 Business News
- 6:26 Rural News
- 6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers

9:06 Nine to Noon with Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of interest, including: 10:45 The Reading: Highlighting New Zealand writing and performance (RNZ)

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A weekly topical magazine about current film releases and film related topics (RNZ)

8:30 Windows on the World
International public radio features and documentaries

9:06 Nine to Noon with Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of interest, including: 10:45 The Reading: Highlighting New Zealand writing and performance (RNZ)
12:43 Worldwatch
An upbeat mix of the curious and the compelling, ranging from the stories of the day to the great questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Jim Mora
An hour of discussion featuring a range of panellists from right along the opinion spectrum (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint with John Campbell
RNZ's weekday drive-time news and current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Highlighting the RNZ stories you're sharing on-line

6:55 The House
Legislation, issues and insights from Parliament (RNZ)

7:06 Nights with Bryan Crump
RNZ's weeknight programme of entertainment and information

7:30 New Horizons
With Music commentator and critic William Dart (RNZ)

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A weekday current affairs programme covering the major Pacific stories of the week, with background and reaction from the people making the news (RNZ)

8:30 Windows on the World
International public radio features and documentaries

9:06 Our Changing World
Highlights from the world of science and the environment, with Alison Ballance (RNZ)

9:30 This Way Up After Dark
Slices of life for curious minds (RNZ)

10:00 News at Ten
A roundup of today's news and sport

10:15 Lately with Karyn Hay
A late night radio show with an eye on live events, an ear for music, a great sense of humour and a genuine interest in people and their stories (RNZ)

11:06 The Music 101 Pocket Edition
Music, interviews, live performances, behind the scenes, industry issues, career profiles, new, back catalogue, undiscovered, greatest hits, tall tales - with a focus on New Zealand/Aotearoa (RNZ)

Friday 15 June 2018

12:04 All Night Programme
Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30 At the Movies (RNZ); 1:05 The Friday Feature (RNZ); 2:05 The Long Way Home (RNZ); 2:30 The Sampler (RNZ); 3:05 Warrior Queen by Barbara Else (11 of 15, RNZ); 3:30 The Why Factor (BBC); 5:10 Witness (BBC); 5:40 The House (RNZ)

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ's three-hour breakfast news show with news and interviews, bulletins on the hour and half-hour, including:

6:20 and 6:50 Business News
6:26 Rural News
6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers
9:06 Nine to Noon with Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of interest, including:

10:45 The Reading: Highlighting New Zealand writing and performance (RNZ)

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and reports until 1.00pm, including:

12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch

1:06 Jesse Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and the compelling, ranging from the stories of the day to the great questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Jim Mora
An hour of discussion featuring a range of panellists from right along the opinion spectrum (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint with John Campbell
RNZ's weekday drive-time news and current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Highlighting the RNZ stories you're sharing on-line

6:55 The House
Legislation, issues and insights from Parliament (RNZ)

7:06 Nights with Bryan Crump
RNZ's weeknight programme of entertainment and information

7:30 New Horizons
With Music commentator and critic William Dart (RNZ)

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A weekday current affairs programme covering the major Pacific stories of the week, with background and reaction from the people making the news (RNZ)

8:30 Windows on the World
International public radio features and documentaries

9:06 Our Changing World
Highlights from the world of science and the environment, with Alison Ballance (RNZ)

9:30 This Way Up After Dark
Slices of life for curious minds (RNZ)

10:00 News at Ten
A roundup of today's news and sport

10:15 Lately with Karyn Hay
A late night radio show with an eye on live events, an ear for music, a great sense of humour and a genuine interest in people and their stories (RNZ)

11:06 The Music 101 Pocket Edition
Music, interviews, live performances, behind the scenes, industry issues, career profiles, new, back catalogue, undiscovered, greatest hits, tall tales - with a focus on New Zealand/Aotearoa (RNZ)

Friday 15 June 2018

12:04 All Night Programme
Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30 At the Movies (RNZ); 1:05 The Friday Feature (RNZ); 2:05 The Long Way Home (RNZ); 2:30 The Sampler (RNZ); 3:05 Warrior Queen by Barbara Else (11 of 15, RNZ); 3:30 The Why Factor (BBC); 5:10 Witness (BBC); 5:40 The House (RNZ)

6:00 Morning Report
RNZ's three-hour breakfast news show with news and interviews, bulletins on the hour and half-hour, including:

6:20 and 6:50 Business News
6:26 Rural News
6:48 and 7:45 NZ Newspapers
9:06 Nine to Noon with Kathryn Ryan
Current affairs and topics of interest, including:

10:45 The Reading: Highlighting New Zealand writing and performance (RNZ)

12:00 Midday Report
RNZ news, followed by updates and reports until 1.00pm, including:

12:16 Business News
12:26 Sport
12:34 Rural News
12:43 Worldwatch

1:06 Jesse Mulligan
An upbeat mix of the curious and the compelling, ranging from the stories of the day to the great questions of our time (RNZ)

4:06 The Panel with Jim Mora
An hour of discussion featuring a range of panellists from right along the opinion spectrum (RNZ)

5:00 Checkpoint with John Campbell
RNZ's weekday drive-time news and current affairs programme

6:30 Trending Now
Highlighting the RNZ stories you're sharing on-line

6:55 The House
Legislation, issues and insights from Parliament (RNZ)

7:06 Nights with Bryan Crump
RNZ's weeknight programme of entertainment and information

7:30 New Horizons
With Music commentator and critic William Dart (RNZ)

8:15 Dateline Pacific
A weekday current affairs programme covering the major Pacific stories of the week, with background and reaction from the people making the news (RNZ)

8:30 Spotlight (RNZ)

9:06 Country Life
Memorable scenes, people and places in rural New Zealand (RNZ)